Kindergarten Music Objectives:
1. Perform beat
2. Read beat with icons
3. Differentiate between beat and no beat
4. Differentiate between fast and slow
5. Differentiate between loud and soft
6. Sing/Play/Learn a variety of songs and rhymes
7. Demonstrate proper listening skills
8. Demonstrate proper concert performance etiquette
9. Demonstrate a working knowledge of singing and matching pitch
10. Practice creative musical expression and dramatization

1st Grade Music Objectives:
1. Differentiate between singing and speaking voices
2. Differentiate between beat and rhythm
3. Read, write and perform ta, ti-ti and ta rest patterns
4. Differentiate between high and low
5. Read, write and perform so/mi patterns
6. Sing/Play/Learn a variety of songs and rhymes
7. Demonstrate proper listening skills
8. Demonstrate proper concert performance etiquette
9. Demonstrate a working knowledge of singing and matching pitch
10. Practice creative musical expression and dramatization

2nd Grade Music Objectives
1. Differentiate between higher, lower and the same
2. Read, write and perform rhythms with musical notation
3. Read, write and perform so/mi/la patterns
4. Perform music in parts using ostinato, partner songs and rounds
5. Sing/Play/Learn a variety of songs and rhymes
6. Demonstrate proper listening skills
7. Demonstrate proper concert performance etiquette
8. Demonstrate a working knowledge of singing and matching pitch
9. Practice creative musical expression and dramatization